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D．W． 1，992 2，001 2，000




































REX RFF Rcall BOJ
coefficient　0．0005　一〇．081　O．442　O．128　一〇．037　1．189　O．015
　　　　　　　　　（O．538）　（一2．780）　（12．491）　（1．739）　（一〇．760）　（O．228）　（4．031）
Note．　D．W：　1．991；　adjR2：　O．144．　Ptrenthetical　figures　in　the　table　are　t　values．
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es．　Stock　traders　and　policy　authorities　should　take　this　into　account　in　addition　to
the　movement　of　exchange　rate3．
IV　CONCLUSION
This　study　performed　an　empirical　examination　of　the　relationship　between　the
Japanese　stock　prices　and　macro　variables．　lt　focuses　on　the　endogeneity　of　the
variables，　e’specially，　exchange　rates．
　　From　the　results，　we　can　conclude　that　interest　rates　do　not　influence　Japanese
stock　prices．　’　This　finding　is　counter　to　traditional　economic　’狽??盾窒凵@and　some x－
isting　studies．　We　might　also　conclude　that　the　exchange　rate　influences　Japanese
stock　price．s．　lnvestors　adequately　consider　the　characteristics　of　the　enterprises
Such　as　their　international　trade　behavior　and　net　foreign　positions．　U．S．　stock
prices　have　also　influenced　Japanese　stock　prices，　suggesting　an　interdependent
relationship　between　them．
NOTES
1　．　The　same　data　are　used　for　all　the　period　of　the　same　month．　There　seem　other　good　vari－
　ables　to　use　for　instrumental　variables’　however，　the　data　are　quarterly　or　yearly．　Among　them，
monthly　data　are　more　suitable　because　this　Paper’s　relies　mainly　on　daily　data．
2　．　Along　with　the　previous　analysis，　we　estimated　the　equations　using　the　logarithm　and　dif－
　ferencg；　however，　the　results　were　not　significantly　different　from　the　results　obtained　by　this
　method．
3．　Consideration　of　the　other　exchange　rate，　such　as　yen－euro，　is　a　necessary　future　task．
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